Directions to the UK Speech Clinic

Handicap Drop-Off

We are directly across the street from the Albert B. Chandler Medical Center (UK Hospital) off Rose Street, in the Charles T. Wethington, Jr. Building.

There are 15 minute drop-off patient parking spaces available for your use.

Come into the building, go past the elevators and make a right. We are beside the pay phone in Room 110.

After bringing the patient in you will then have to go park in the KY Clinic Parking Garage off of Huguelet Avenue.

Directions from KY Clinic Pay to Park Structure to Speech Clinic:

Kentucky Clinic Parking Structure
S. Limestone take Huguelet Ave
KY Clinic parking structure on the right

1st Floor Entrance-Red Wing C
Follow the straight hallway, pass Starbucks
Take double doors out of the building
Follow outside walkway to the next set of double doors
You are entering the Charles T. Wethington, Jr. Building
Take next doorway and follow hallway to room 110 (look for phone booth)

2nd Floor Entrance
Take double doors into building
Take next set of double doors
Take elevator to 1st floor Red Wing C
Follow the straight hallway, pass Starbucks
Take double doors out of the building
Follow outside walkway to the Next set of double doors
You are entering the Charles T. Wethington, Jr. Building
Take next doorway and follow hallway to room 110 (look for phone booth)

3rd Floor
Take double doors into building
Take next set of double doors
Take elevator to 1st floor Red Wing C
Follow the straight hallway, pass Starbucks
Take double doors out of the building
Follow outside walkway to the next set of double doors
You are entering the Charles T. Wethington, Jr. Building
Take next doorway and follow hallway to room 110 (look for phone booth)

Directions from UK Hospital Pay to Park Structure to Speech Client:

UK Hospital Parking Structure
S. Limestone take Transcript Ave

The shuttle bus to the KY Clinic is located on the lower level of the structure
Shuttle Bus & Elevator Lobby Entrance

BE SURE THE BUS IS TO THE KY CLINIC NOT TO THE HOSPITAL

Enter the KY Clinic
Follow the hallway to the very end; take double doors onto 1st Floor Red Wing C
Follow the straight hallway, pass Starbucks
Take double doors out of the building
Follow outside walkway to the next set of double doors
You are entering the Charles T. Wethington, Jr. Building
Take next doorway and follow hallway to room 110 (look for phone booth)